Software Engineer/Web Developers – Long Term Internship

We are a newly established start-up based in Turkey that just closed our A round from the investors.

We, a bunch of passionate professionals in the bitcoin community since 2009, now we are looking for someone who really values an elegant software and tailor made developing standards.

Our selected teammates will not only get important stock options but also a life-time experience in the early stage start-up where you’ll help shape the culture and have a huge impact.

You will be introduced to global bitcoin community and may have find opportunity to attend periodic events of Bitcoin Foundation around worldwide.

Must:

- 4th year or graduate student in Computer Science or related field from top-tier schools.
- Have a strong understanding of Bitcoin and the crypto-currency concept.
- Willing to work in a start-up environment as being a self motivated individual.
- Exceptional software engineering and programming background, with experience developing in teams and keeping on schedule

Key responsibilities:

- Building a trading exchange platform which simultaneously works with 3rd party bitcoin exchanges from different countries.
- Continually offer thought-leadership and dependable execution ability in a high-paced environment characterized by ongoing iteration and product pushes
- Play a key role in backend development, troubleshoot and help shape the architecture of new features

Requirements:

- Proficiency in a web framework
- Experience developing API integrations with third party platforms.
- Strong programming experience including design, implementation, debugging
- Solid understanding of data structures and algorithms (i.e., understanding the tradeoffs of performance, complexity, et cetera)
- Strong analytical skills, good judgement.
- Stock exchange, finance and investment knowledge is big plus.

In addition to your application, please attach your references and past experiences regarding web developing projects.

Number of applicants will be recruited: 2

Application: recruitment@bitcoin.com.tr